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INTRODUCTION

Volume I of The Fly Papers contains the contents of the blog “X-Cop Fly Company” during 2009.

This blog started under the name “Azz Pizz Institute”, and had a juvenile “NSFW humor” theme. The
“Azz Pizz Institute” was a nickname I had previously used on Usenet newsgroups, and the blog was
actually a subdomain of an archive of interesting files.

Initially I had chosen the name “DanQRules.com” for the domain, as my for-pay e-mail provider added
Web hosting as a benefit, and I could not think of a suitable domain name.

Later on I recalled a situation from my childhood, 2nd grade (about 1992) in which the family computer
was frequented by brown gnats. I nicknamed them “x-cop flies” for an unknown reason, likely deriving
from the MS-DOS command “XCOPY” and/or a “boy's club” situation going on at school.

“XCopFly.com” was registered, as I began work on my next endeavor.

I decided to create a TI-Calculator development group, creating simple text-based programs for the TI-
83+/84+(SE), which as a format would be similar to the old MS-DOS games I played in those days.

The blog for “The X-Cop Fly Company” would be the successor to the Azz Pizz Institute, with less of
a focus on humor. The organization would be called The X-Cop Fly Company.

Nobody appeared to be interested in “joining”, as new calculator models from Texas Instruments were
gaining acceptance, and I was unhappy with the constraints of TI-BASIC as well as legal actions taken
by Texas Instruments under the guise of copyright protection.

So the X-Cop Fly Company became the name of my blog (as well as my alias). It now included not
just humor, but current events, as well as a personal journal.

Unable to settle on a copyright policy, initially I blocked my blog from the Internet Archive and stayed
silent on the issue. I had grown angry in the past with the Free Software Foundation and Creative
Commons, and felt unsafe in the hands of their license agreements, as it was quickly becoming
apparent from the 2006 GPLv3 that your work was irrevocably subject to the will of now-moneyed
501(c)3 nonprofits and their legal departments rather than the public at large.

On May 15, 2010, I then decided to do something rare – release most of what I could into the public
domain. Later on I updated the site's “robots.txt” file to enable the Internet Archive's automatic
spidering of my site.

In October 2010, however, I discovered that Creative Commons had instituted a waiver, entitled CC0,
which not only waived the copyright but so-called “related rights” as well, and was not specific to US
copyright law. If any of these rights could not be waived in any jurisdiction, a “public license fallback”
existed which put the waivers in the format of a license. If this license wouldn't work, one would waive
the right to sue over these issues.

I began applying the Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication, rather than
simply saying “public domain”, to the portions I would otherwise release into the public domain. I
could not apply CC0 to material I previously released into the public domain, so I simply stated that
the additional waivers applied, and if waiving the copyright was not possible at the time, the Creative
Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication would apply in its entirety.

At some point I decided it would be great to re-package these blog posts into a book, replacing all
copyrighted material with brief summaries, and uploading the book to the Internet Archive.



I later decided to do this in “volumes” due to the amount of posts that had accumulated.

As I began work on the first volume, which would consist of all posts in 2009 (including the Azz Pizz
Institute posts), I noticed something interesting – this was history. The worldwide economic crises of
the past few years were frequently discussed as they happened, as well as the controversial past and
background of President Barack Obama, the controversial seizures of various companies by Obama
and his allies in Congress, regulatory measures such as “Obamacare”, the rise of the Tea Party
movement, among other past and current events, including Hollywood trends and Internet fads. In
addition, this was not just about history, but also culture – the spirit of the times.

This book contains all 2009 posts from the X-Cop Fly Company and the Azz Pizz Institute which have
not been deleted as of the date of this publication. Material copyrighted by myself and others has been
removed and replaced with summaries if needed (summaries are represented as this: [example]). As a
copyrightable derivative work, I can dedicate this book in its entirety to the public domain according to
the Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication. A copy of this waiver (public
domain) is included at the end of this book. Note that the book makes frequent references to
trademarks - these trademarks belong to their respective owners, who are not affiliated with this book
or its author.

I hope this work proves itself enjoyable to many and will encourage further expansion of the public
domain and a loosening of copyright laws and lessening of copyright terms around the world. I look
forward to releasing the 2010 material after the upcoming new year.

Daniel R. Quintiliani (a.k.a. “The X-Cop Fly Company”, f.k.a. “The Azz Pizz Institute”)
December 13, 2010



Hello world!   

2009-06-30 2:21:01 AM

[This is the included “first post” which is added when setting up a WordPress blog. This was the first
post for the Azz Pizz Institute blog, which operated under the subdomain api.danqrules.com. the
redirect bounce.to/azzpizz was advertised.]

jerk-offs   

2009-06-30 4:22:57 AM

Don't you hate it when people suck ass? I know I do. Unlike other times, it can be much worse. Though
it's often easy to figure out what's up and what's down when you're trying to solve problems, it's
usually too hard, and can take years. Fortunately, I think I got it under control. But I've said that so
many times... 

So some people have more money than others.

2009-06-30 7:21:35 AM

Why must they have more friends than others? Do they really like them, or is it just the money? 

Here's something for you: 

George Bush was better
than B. Hussein Obama 
Strange I'm saying this 

(Good thing I didn't vote for him :) 

One time, there was this guy. He got into this swordfight with plastic toy light-sabers, and they both
died in the fight. Everyone was watching as the two heroes fought to a bloody plastic death. Many
women and children cried. It was a truly horrible sight. Some of the audience tried to get in and stop
them. But it didn't work - they swore to fight to the death. And finally they did. With plastic. 

So, in other words, UFOs killed Michael Jackson. And the other guy too. 



Book Title Ideas

2009-06-30 3:56:02 PM

Wow, I must have been really f-ing tired last night! The Michael Jackson light-saber thing is still
funny, though. 

Anyway, I have a list of funny ideas for book titles. If there are actually books with those titles, then
take it as a complement for your creativity and/or sense of humor. WARNING: adult language. 

This high school college textbook provides the student with tons of information on Islam, before
political correctness became an issue: 
History of Islam, 600-1963 

[nonsense entry which I don't get]

Survivalist book: 
MacGyver for Dummies: 150 Easy Devices You Can Make 

Thinking about getting a sex change operation? 
The Transsexual Checklist: Some Things To Think About Before Chopping It Off 

Time to grow up, high school is over: 
Goths and Emos in the Workplace: How to Keep Your Personality and Maintain a Full-Time Job 

Understanding men: 
"Why Do Men Like Boobs"? And Other Women's Questions Answered 

Slogan: "Recommended by 1 in 100,000,000 Psychiatrists": 
150 Knock-Knock Jokes To Cure Depression 

And don't forget: 
Voting for Dummies: The Idiot's Guide to American Democracy 

Catch the Azz Pizz Institute LIVE!!!

2009-07-03 10:36:31 AM 

4 PM-8 PM tonight at Miller Park, near Dansbury Depot, East Stroudsburg, PA. 

It's the "Tea Party 2", July 3, 2009, brought to you by The Founders Tea Party Patriots (Monroe
County, PA). This will be the Azz Pizz Institute's first attendance at a Tea Party, we were briefly
involved with Ron Paul meetups but didn't know the Tea Parties were recurring. About 80 people are
supposed to show up (not including the Azz Pizz Institute, who doesn't remember his Meetup account).
Hi-Caliber, the Republican Rapper, will be the special guest star. 

See you tonight! :)



Technorati Needs A Code

2009-07-03 10:47:11 AM 

In order to "officially" list the Azz Pizz Institute on Technorati, I have to paste the following character
string here: 

gaywxq2svi 

(I'm NOT Gay!!! :) 

Azz Pizz Institute's New Log-O!

2009-07-03 11:45:49 AM

[The original “Azz Pizz Institute” blog had a stupid/immature/juvenile/sexual/bathroom humor theme.
At the time of this post, a picture of the Ty-D-Bol Man was chosen as an image for the page.]

Yes, now the Azz Pizz Institute has a new Log-O! We can't say Logo, because it's the Ty-D-Bol Man,
the logo for a popular cleaning product who swims around in your toilet. 

We at the Azz Pizz Institute figured it would be a perfect Log-O for our blog. The copyright
department warned us about Sara Lee's lawyers, but even though the Ty-D-Bol Man isn't Public
Domain, he's definitely Pubic Dominatrix, since he orders everyone to shit on his face. That'll sure
scare the lawyers away... [:lol: emoticon]

Azz Pizz EXCLUSIVE - INTERVIEW with MICHAEL HUNT!!!

2009-07-03 12:31:33 PM

API: Hi, I'm Dan with the Azz Pizz Institute, here to bring you an exclusive interview with Michael
Hunt, a military contractor from Arlington, VA. Hello, Mr. Hunt, how are you? 

MH: I'm actually doing pretty well right now. 

API: So, how has your life been, given the innuendo with your name "Mike Hunt"? 

MH: Well...for the first 8 years of my life, I was the most popular kid in school. Then when the sex
education classes started, everyone started to notice something strange about my name. 

API: And they picked on you a lot. 

MH: Humiliated me. Eventually it extended to pranks, doctored dirty pictures, graffiti, bomb threats -
one time the National Guard came in. It was horrible, and fortunately at 15 years old I had the guts to
rat the assholes out, otherwise I would have been Big Bubba's Bitch for a very long time. 

API: So, that was 8th-9th grade, lots of people hate high school. How was college? 

MH: Well, nobody really cared, other than a snicker here or there. Lots of them tried to hide it, but it
was obvious. Remember that episode of Beavis & Butthead where they couldn't do their trademark
annoying laugh for a week, and the angry dodgeball coach made fun of them? 

API: Oh No. 



MH: Oh Yes. 

API: And how were you with getting girls? 

MH: (laughs) Some giggled, some were scared, some were offended, basically, I'm a virgin to this very
day. 

API: Who gave you the name "Michael"? 

MH: Well, my father Jack Hunt was an sadistic evil drunk misogynist womanizing sexist pig rapist and
wife-beater who hated women and children. He died on the day I was born, in a drunk driving accident
- it's pretty sad, all I have are pictures of him and my mom, Anita Hanjob (then known as Anita C.
Hunt). My father thought it would be funny to give me a name like "Mike Hunt". He must have been
pretty sick and twisted. 

API: Wow...How do you survive in this constant state of embarrassment? 

MH: I struggled with depression for many years, but then went through some counseling and have
come to accept the fact that my name is indeed funny. If someone asks me, "What's your name?" I'll
say "Mike Hunt", then laugh, then say "Seriously, that's my name. No joke." or something like that. All
people can be jerks, including your parents, the bullies in the locker room, and the hot girls at the bar.
We all need to lighten up and have a good time. We don't live very long, and I've got a few decades left
to enjoy. 

API: Any last words for this interview? 

MH: How about we sing a song, since tomorrow's the 4th of July. "Mike Hunt Tree Tis Of Thee..."
Okay, well I have nothing much more to say. Whether you have a mental or physical disability, part of
an oppressed minority group, or have a dirty name, just ignore people and try and make light of things.
It will never be perfect, and some people will still hate you or laugh at you, but if you have the
confidence to say, "Yes, my name is really Mike Hunt!" then you will be the life of the party. 

API: Thanks for supporting the Azz Pizz Institute, Mike Hunt! :) 

The Tea Party yesterday

2009-07-04 2:29:37 PM

It was pretty cool. I was there from 4 PM and stayed until 6:30 PM and went out to dinner. I held up a
sign saying "Universal Nightmare", bought a Gadsden Flag T-shirt, won a CD for knowing who
Edmund Burke was, and there was a sort-of-barbershop-non-quartet and some other country and avant-
garde musicians too besides the rapper. There was a pro-life thing at the other side of the park as well,
grabbed some bookmarks for the family. Then I ate dinner and went home, and was tired from waking
up at 3 AM, so I went to sleep pretty soon. Lots of fun! 



Up all night programming

2009-07-06 3:17:10 PM

I made this simple C program in Cygwin which is will tell you years, weeks, and days to a certain
preprogrammed event. Right now I have the Y2038 Bug and the Mayan Calendar, and will probably
add other relevant or personal dates. This program isn't for distribution and is just for myself. I may
release a version leaving out my personal life events, but probably not. 

I went to sleep at 5:30-6 AM and woke up at 1:30-2 PM. Probably due to the iced tea I drank at dinner
last night. 
Fun! 

I remember thinking of funny blog entries to post just before falling asleep. But I forgot them all.

Protanomaly

2009-07-09 9:43:10 PM

I recently went to the eye doctor. I knew I had some sort of color blindness but didn't know the
specifics. Apparently it's called protanomaly, or "red weakness". [A link to another Web site which
“explain[ed] it very well” was present here, and a brief description of protanomaly was taken from
the site]

Which makes sense - I had a Spanish textbook in college which I remember dark blue and purple
changing color depending on the surrounding light. Confusion between shades of dark blue and shades
purple was always the case with me. You don't normally notice it. Also, my favorite colors were
always the lighter shades of green. If everything looks greener to me than what is really the case, I
guess that could be an influence. Supposedly it's genetic, but nobody in the family has heard of
anything, and having ancestors in peasant Southern Italian fishing towns and still-drought-ridden
Roman suburbs doesn't help. Apparently I got it from my mother's side, so that would make the former
true. 

I found a Japanese program called Visolve, a screen capture tool and Start menu toolbar which enables
you to adjust the colors. It helps me to separate different shades which look the same to me I can
finally read those confusing dots! :) 

Here's an example: [a scene from the now-defunct Rugrats comic strip in which Chuckie and Angelica
argued over whether or not the colors in a bag of gummy candy tastes the same]

Chuckie's glasses and Angelica's dress can look very similar to me. The Visolve toolbar makes the
color difference more apparent - Chuckie's glasses are a lighter shade. 

You learn something new every day! And here at the Azz Pizz Institute, there's always some political
& economic bullshit for you to read! Be sure to stop at our Washington DC office, there'll be lots of
Jagerminz S'more Schnapps [link to the Web site for the TV show South Park containing clips from the
episode “The Red Badge of Gayness”], “The Edge” [link to another site's summary of the Beavis &
Butthead “Buy Beer” episode], and Magic Brownies with Decriminalized Frosting & Smokey
Sprinkles. And if you want something more burgery-like, be sure to check out our Bilderburgers,
Chicken Illuminuggets, and Masonic Milkshakes. They're so good, that at least 50 McDonald's and
Burger King employees who proposed plagiarizing the recipe mysteriously vanished in the Bermuda
Triangle! 



Who is John Galt?

2009-07-09 10:29:13 PM

I don't know, don't like her. The real question: Who is Asshat Adam? [link to an Urban Dictionary
entry for “Asshat Adam”, an entry on someone's ex-boyfriend]

Impressions are funny

2009-07-10 7:54:12 PM

But apparently communists don't think so. [News article: The South Park episode “Free Willzyx” was
partially censored in Russia due to portraying then-President Vladimir Putin and Russia's economy in
a negative light.]

But I thought Russia was a free country now?

When Nepotism Goes Horribly Wrong

2009-07-10 8:13:06 PM 

According to Bing vs. Google [a Web site which compares the ranking on both search engines - link],
Usenet posts from the Azz Pizz Institute are at the top of the list – but only on Our Sponsor, Google! 

Microsoft Bing apparently does not like the Azz Pizz Institute. Maybe it's because we endorse
Slackware Linux, Vim, and Web standards, and oppose copyright protection, liberal Democrats, and
everything else supported/opposed on the side bar buttons. 

But we make Google money [link to AdSense. At the time, the blog made use of AdSense banners], and
they're the most popular right now. (To be fair, Yahoo [link to search query “azz pizz”] does place us
relatively high.) Go Google!

More Whoring

2009-07-11 3:28:36 AM

Someone on alt.tv.beavis-n-butthead suggested the other day that I was a whore for setting up a blog.
Now there are whorey bloggers, and blogger whores, but I'm neither of those things. 

Though what I've just done is pretty whorey.
I just added tags to all of my older posts, and will start using tags from now on.

I added a "nsfw" tag to the inappropriate ones, but I cannot be held responsible for making a mistake,
and just the fact that we are the "Azz Pizz" Institute could make the site not safe for work anyway. 



[quote from Urban Dictionary entry for “goth chicks ”]

2009-07-11 3:45:55 AM

This definition [link to Urban Dictionary entry for “goth chicks”] is so 100% true, and a few months
ago I printed it out and hung it on my bulletin board. 

There's also a Dilbert comic taken from a newspaper, a cute hamster ripped from a magazine ad
(Fortune I think), a bookmark from the Ludwig von Mises Institute with an anarchist-leaning quote on
it, and a horrible abomination of a newspaper comic [Helen: Sweetheart of the Internet], among other
stuff. 

Off to North Myrtle Beach, SC in a few hours!

RIP Felix

2009-07-14 4:25:04 PM

[My dog Felix had died during our vacation that year. While I was walking him, he ripped through the
leash to chase a mini-van driven by an elderly woman and was ultimately run over. We were all
terribly upset. In this post, I included three images of Felix and his brother Oscar.]

[Image of Felix, with a caption “Felix”, was present here. It was taken by either my parents or sister,
all of whom are the most copyright-strict people I know and (in the case of the former) are also
concerned with “putting stuff out there”. Thus the image can be considered copyrighted and not
included here.]

[The image of Felix above, which I altered with an infrared-like green tint, with portions blurred by
thin lines. The file name (and caption) was called “Sci-Fi Felix”]

[An image I took at some point featuring Felix and Oscar laying in the sun with their toy. I did not
release the copyright on this image. The caption read: “Resting in the sun with Oscar (Felix is the one
towards the north)”]

And it always happens right at this exact time...

2009-07-16 12:54:26 AM

Boredom takes control. You have your cards, music, videos, and almost everything else you have at
home. It doesn't seem to matter. Maybe you forgot to do one or two things before you left. No big deal
- until now. You've been in the water several times and it gets pretty boring. Usually your skin is
burned to death, though this year you have this freezing-cold spray-on sunburn and you don't have too
much of a problem. But that doesn't stop you from getting really bored. You get fed up with using
other people's laptops. You hate laptops anyway, as the frustration involved in using them pisses you
off tremendously, though you get used to take what you are given without complaining. You've been
here, done that, and you're really bored. The fact that you have everything you always have doesn't
change you being bored. Usually at this time you suffer from incredible stress. This year appears to 
be an exception. You did just watch your dog get run over by a van, which makes that strange. Yes, it's
Mid-Week, and you have another few days to go. Everything has lost its fun - and all you can do is
wait....wait.....wait.....



I made it.

2009-07-18 12:21:47 AM

In a few hours we are going back home. I cannot wait. 

P.S. it's my 25th birthday today. Happy Birthday!

I'm home

2009-07-18 10:05:59 PM

And happy to be back :)

Suck ass

2009-07-20 4:12:12 PM

I hope I get the job this week. I hear it's tough right now, but he said to call tomorrow and hopefully I'll
be chosen. 

Dammit why is the position for the other place still up? It's been almost 2 months! 

Sucks right now. But when I play UrbanTerror or OpenArena, I have so much fun that I forget about
these things...until the dog needs to go out and I'm stuck with reality again...

P.S. 

2009-07-20 4:18:00 PM

I'm "RedBlade7" on those games (UrbanTerror and OpenArena). I only play FFA/DM games since it's
easy to pop-in and pop-out and have fun vs. more serious types of games. I hang out on Voxel NYC
UrbanTerror FFA a lot because it's always high on the ping list.

To quote Terrance & Phillip

2009-07-21 3:32:00 PM

[quote regarding the nature of a Teletubbies video linked here, featuring what looks like anal
penetration by a party horn]

(WARNING: really disgusting. How could they market this shit to kids?)



Free Country

2009-07-21 3:47:03 PM

We always complain about the loss of freedoms here in America, but check out this Indian oddity [gay
sex had been legalized, prior to that it was a crime punishable with up to life imprisonment]

WTF???? We always complain about certain politicians tending to mandate Judeo-Christian morality,
but this is/was too bizarre!

6 percent of the US???

2009-07-21 4:09:18 PM

[believe the moon landing was a hoax, according to a 1999 Gallup poll. Link to CNN.]

That's 16 MILLION PEOPLE!!! (the year the poll was taken) 

The Keyword Sluttiness Continues...

2009-07-21 4:52:39 PM

I've just added a dozen new tags. Now I use tags for each specific detail in addition to the topic. For
example, "politics" could be "conservatism" "libertarianism" "liberalism" or "barack obama". Now all
are added. Ranking, ads [the site contained Google AdSense banners at the time], posts, bitching, it's
all about the Benjamins!

For an example, note the tags chosen for this post.

Something Big Is Coming To A School Near You...

2009-07-27 5:02:53 AM

I am working on a new project. It is almost finished, and will take the world by storm. 

Stay Tuned...

Almost finished.

2009-07-28 5:58:14 AM

Got the domain name, one of the programs finished, one on the way, and one soon to come. 

I just deleted Mob Wars from my Facebook. There's a Mob Wars and a Mafia Wars. The latter is more
famous. And you just don't have the time. 

I've been getting back to offline, single-player games lately. What I used to play for years, when games
were much more creative. Downloaded some of the newer Roguelikes. Maybe I'll download some IF.



(Probably not, don't have *that* much time.) Card games, Boggle clones, all awesome. I'd play, but I'm
really tired right now from working on what is "Almost finished." 

The Hippies' Latest Weapon of Mass Awesomeness

2009-07-28 4:25:11 PM

[Clip and link to article about the SeedBomb, which are mini-terrariums dropped by a plane for mass
planting of seeds.]

Back to the Future

2009-08-01 7:31:35 AM

Lately I've been getting into all the stuff I used to do before college and all that came along. I put on
Coast to Coast AM the other day, now with George Noory after Art Bell retired.

I also got BOINC up. I run SETI@Home, Enigma@Home, yoyo@home's OGR wrapper, and SHA-1
collision search (currently dormant). I tried BOINC again last year but had a problem with my first and
only self-built computer melting. Now that I have a commercially-built computer (Dell computers
never seem to overheat), I am able to run distributed computing projects again. There was a probably-
heat-induced reboot a few hours ago, but I found a temperature gauge now. I've also lowered BOINC's
processor usage to 80-90%, the software now allows for reducing CPU usage. 

Some of the projects (SETI and SHA-1) allow for use of the graphics card, but I just turned that off.
Too scary for me, and it might have (more likely to have) caused the reboot mentioned above. 

Looking at my past stats, I've been involved with Einstein@Home and Rosetta@Home. I don't
understand why I would get involved with something like Rosetta, as it could be a drug company front.
But according to BOINCStats, I have almost two thousand credits on it. And now that SETI has
merged with Astropulse, doing Einstein in addition to SETI is almost pointless. 

If anything unusual happens (it's only been 2 days of this) I'll put it up here. I'll also have a stats button
for the page, but there's still merging going on right now.

BOINC stats on this post only

2009-08-03 2:33:37 AM

Apparently boincstats.com's button is too wide for the page. However, I will link to the button in this
comment. Regardless of the date of this post, the graphic will always be updated with the latest
information. 

Here are the stats:

[image]

I am no longer using Einstein or Rosetta. SHA-1 is currently "put on hold" 



Maybe so.

2009-08-03 8:57:46 AM

Einstein@home is back. It's kinda better having both Einstein and SETI at the same time due to
geographic location, and having only one/two projects as a screensaver sucks. Einstein@home uses
more resources but I can cut back the CPU usage like I said.

I also added MilkyWay@Home, which aims to study the Milky Way Galaxy in depth.

Here are the stats again. I expect MilkyWay@Home to be added here soon: 

[image]

The visitor count is rising, and I'm rejecting lots  of spam comments!

2009-08-03 7:49:08 PM

I guess with these latest SEO moves we're doing pretty well! (There's a hot keyword to add right now :)
And here at the Azz Pizz Institute, we do everything well, so well that we once won an award for
"Kickest Assiest Think Tank" by Hot or Not Magazine (2005). We've won lots of other awards over
the years, including Major League Solitaire & Minesweeper's "Best Original Game" (1997) for our
patented "Beaver Solitaire", "Worthless Waste of a Web Site" (2001) by the Koopa & Pac-Man
Defense Fund, "Biggest Moron" (2003) by Smart People Illuminati Monthly. We haven't won any
awards since 2005 and we don't know why. But still, This Site Kicks Ass!!! 

No fucking point.

2009-08-06 5:01:15 PM

Linux is just as much crooked as the other "unfree" competitors who make sleazy deals and use
crooked NSA and MAFIAA technology. Flame me again this time asshole fanboy sheepfuckers, I'll
just spam your ad hominem bullshit comments this time instead of debating you intelligently the same
arguments over and over when you just attack me and treat me like shit.

Oh and BTW Socialist National Health Care sucks. Flag me you fucking shiteaters.

Hello world!   

2009-08-06 9:40:25 PM

[This is the included “first post” which is added when setting up a WordPress blog. This was the first
post for the X-Cop Fly Company blog, which operated on the domain xcopfly.com]



Yes, you saw right, it's a brand new blog!

2009-08-07 2:04:25 AM

All the Azz Pizz posts have been integrated into the "new project" I was talking about. This is the
personal blog portion of the X-Cop Fly Company, a new TI calculator software development group.
(As of the date of this post, there are currently no members other than myself.) 

The blog is my personal blog, just as the Azz Pizz Institute blog was, while the other pages deal with
X-Cop Fly Company matters. I also released the first TI calculator game, Vegas Casino, under the X-
Cop Fly Company name. 

Here's the code Technorati wants as I set the new blog up: tgr5p8kw2d 
(Fortunately the word "gay" doesn't appear in the code this time :)

P.S.

2009-08-07 4:01:11 AM

The Google ads are pulled from this site. The drawbacks of their strict policies on what you can and
cannot publish do not match the profit potential. (Those days are apparently gone, at least for me
anyway.) I'm still going to use the same methods to drive up visitors anyway, though.

FreeOurHealthCareNow.com - 1,063,828+ Signatures!!!  Oppose Obamacare? Sign!!!

2009-08-07 6:53:42 PM

FreeOurHealthCareNow.com (apparently run by the National Center for Policy Analysis, a libertarian-
leaning think tank) has an online petition for those opposed to Socialist National Health Care. Check
out their stances, and sign if you agree!

1961 Reagan AMA Promo Record against Socialist Nati onal Health Care (Quotes &
Video)

2009-08-07 7:37:54 PM

Some notable quotes from the record (transcribed by myself, couldn't find the whole transcript): 

[several quotes from this record, and embedded video]

Celebrity endorsement for the AMA, from when Reagan was still just a Hollywood celebrity



Funny Obama Nickname from Usenet

2009-08-07 7:47:15 PM

0bama0 Tse Dung 

I like "B. Hussein Obama" but "Obamao Tse Dung" is definitely a honorable mention.

[Place your name on NASA's Mars Science Laboratory]

2009-08-10 4:47:04 AM

Put your name, country, and zip code on a microchip to be sent with the Mars Science Laboratory
rover in 2011: 

[link]

Charcoal can be pretty messy...

2009-08-12 1:07:59 PM

...and tends to look "not you" if you're not used to it.

lol Marketing

2009-08-12 1:12:25 PM

There's actually a credit counseling service now called The Bailout Group.

I should start a budget prostitution service called "The Stimulus Group"

I had no idea the word "choad" had two different un related meanings!

2009-08-12 9:15:53 PM

Now the phrase "choadsmoker" makes perfect sense.



[title of a Lew Rockwell article which offered a do nated anti-Obamacare Web graphic]

2009-08-13 4:00:06 PM

From artist Pablo Solomon:

[Anti-Obamacare graphic, donated to Lew Rockwell, Ron Paul, and their fans]

New calculator game from the X-Cop Fly Company

2009-08-17 8:09:52 AM

Hot Slots & Video Poker 

See Downloads page for details & files.

I Have Obama's REAL Birth Certificate!

2009-08-17 6:54:39 PM

Click Here to see it! [link to very-politically-incorrect Obama-mocking “birth certificate” I generated
using the Kenyan Birth Certificate Generator Web site]

Flash has its own cookies separate from your browse r's, here's how to remove them

2009-08-18 7:11:23 PM

Apparently Flash stores cookies itself in addition to normal Web browser cookies. Unlike Web
browser cookies, Flash cookies require you to go to Adobe's Web site and manage your settings there. 

I went there and found cookies for almost every site I've ever been to since my I first set up this
computer over 6 months ago. 

The blog "I'm A Super" features a page with more details and privacy protecting tips. [link]  The
Adobe settings page is here. [link]

Now there's a storm to worry about. Later

Funniest Privacy Policy Ever

2009-08-19 8:14:58 PM

[Paragraph from the HelloFromEarth.net privacy policy which takes into account interception by
extraterrestrials, hyperlinked to the full terms & conditions]

If you want to send a radio message to Gliese 581d, an Earth-like planet, visit HelloFromEarth.net
before August 23 (this Sunday). See also my previous post, "Send Your Name To Mars"



HelloFromEarth.net (continued)

2009-08-21 3:39:08 PM

I had stupidly forgotten to copy and paste my HelloFromEarth.net alien broadcast message and so I
had to wait until approval to search for it and put it on my blog.

Well here it is: 

“I hope this will be a fine addition to your collection of Earth transmissions. If you aren't collecting,
do-we've got everything from Morse Code to Family Guy. 

Dan Q 

Milford, PA, United States”

And be sure to check out the site, you have until Sunday to submit your message.

After 20 years it better not die!

2009-08-24 4:05:26 PM

All of a sudden I turn my head and left side of my ham radio transceiver's LCD display has just gone
dim! The frequency and mode are still visible, and everything else seems to work fine (though I haven't
tested transmit since my semi-homemade Morse key broke last week). But the radio being from the
early 1990s, which I purchased in the late 1990s, could that mean it's on its way out? I hope not! I
bought that USED at $500! New shortwave transceivers are $1-4K!!!

(It's an Icom IC-725 BTW.) 

View Source

2009-08-24 4:15:40 PM

Wikipedia, famous for its strange bulk deletes, political and religious bias, vocabulary it tells people
not to use outside of the site, and twisted concept of democratic decision making, is now apparently
blocking all controversial articles from public editing. By "controversial" I mean articles with subject
matter that appeals to high schoolers, like "emo" "goth" and "Steve Irwin". I go over there occasionally
and like to see what articles are marked "View Source" just for a quick laugh. Try it - what's especially
funny is when you see pictures of celebrities and politicians smiling with the "View Source" at the top
left corner. What a fucking joke.



Last night's maintenance / site now complies with s tandards for the disabled

2009-08-25 10:52:31 AM

If you tried to access my posts last night but instead came to a messed-up page, or saw excess updates
(Facebook and Technorati appear to be fine, hope everyone else is) it was due to me playing with the
site's theme to conform to various standards. 

In addition to cleaning up the non-compliant XHTML and non-compliant CSS code, [Later
struckthrough after it no longer applied: I added compliance with US Section 508 and WCAG 1.0
Priority 1 for disabled Web surfers. The thing last night was that I attempted Priority 2, but it would
have required major changes to the way I write, so I wound up giving up towards the end. Changes to
my writing style were even required for Priority 2 & 3! I will comply whenever feasible - you can
check Cynthia Says for more information. (That last sentence actually violated Priority 2.) 

I know it's stupid for somebody's personal blog but then again] this blog, the calculator software, and
other parts of the page are strictly a hobby. I do want visitors but took the ads down a long time ago,
since they were no longer profitable enough to be worth the drawbacks.

I'm thinking about content ratings. I'd definitely give the site the equivalent of a "PG-13" or "TV-14
DL" rating. The only problem is that kids who want to download the calculator games, even those who
are over age 13, might run into problems with parents not understanding or being overprotective just
because something came up on the screen. I already add "nsfw" as a tag to posts with those ratings. 

I'll also be looking for other fun stuff to comply with. Later!

To use the appropriate language: Fuck that shit.

2009-08-25 12:14:56 PM

You would think that content ratings are designed to protect children and business environments. But
did you know that environmentalism, "tolerance", the homosexual agenda, and other left-wing
totalitarian garbage are factors in these rating systems?

Yes, and some get pretty specific about it. SafeSurf, which includes separate categories for homo- and
heterosexuals, under the "Intolerance" section [which doesn't apply to groups of people that have
declared war on the US]. This one [link to Vancouver Webpages system] includes "Environmental
Awareness", "Multiculturalism", and, with the system originating from Vancouver, "Canadian
Content"! Even "Gambling" is offensive to these rating systems! Does that include the X-Cop Fly Co.'s
Hot Slots & Video Poker for the TI-83+ Calculator?

What a joke. Let me tell you: if your corporate or parental filtering software cannot pick up the words
"fuck", "shit", "bitch", and "homosexual" (sorry, I was being "intolerant"), buy a new program or bitch
to your IT department.



[title of Lew Rockwell article comparing the Federa l Reserve's practices to a bank run
on virtual currency in a video game]

2009-08-29 11:50:27 PM

From Lew Rockwell: 

[A problem in the game Eve Online in which fractional reserve banking of in-game currency caused a
bank run.]

Desert Storm: Stoned CNN Anchors Having Fun on the Set of "Saudi Arabian Hotel"

2009-08-30 12:04:00 AM

From YouTube via Pat Buchanan:

[Described a leaked video showing a staged 1990 Gulf-War newscast. CNN reporter Charles Jaco
was shown putting on a gas mask in a dangerous combat situation in Saudi Arabia. The video
contained this footage, as well as showing the stage crew smoking dope and goofing around with
props and a “scud missile” - the whole thing was staged by CNN. The embedded video followed the
description.]

Murder, Child Abduction, Arson, other crimes have L ower Fines than File Sharing

2009-08-31 8:25:31 PM

When will politicians even discuss or debate any antitrust or anti-racketeering violations by this
industry? So many violations are obvious [link to the famous Ross Anderson TCPA FAQ], and there's
that "way they do business" (including lobbying for the right to hack [link to EFF info on the infamous
2002 “Berman bill” which thank God didn't pass] and possibly doing it anyway [links to two Usenet
posts suggesting that major hacker attacks on the DALnet IRC network in 2003, which occured just
prior to DALnet banning file sharing rooms, might have been a “vigilante” operation by the RIAA] )

Stats the MAFIAA doesn't want you to know about: 

[Seven violent crimes taken from a blog article, all with fines $375,000 or less]

What a really awesome day.

2009-09-01 8:27:18 PM

Today was just a really awesome day. I hope the night will be awesome too. 



This is just too funny.

2009-09-02 3:07:30 PM

Most of these pictures are a quick laugh and a forget but this one is just too funny.

[one of those “lolcat” pictures, it features a black cat holding on to a stuffed lion and the word
“Mine.”]

Want to help break a World Record?

2009-09-05 3:01:50 PM

Not too many people get to break a world record. A few years ago there was that "most downloaded
software in 24 hours" record set by users of Firefox. But here's another chance.
FreeOurHealthCareNow.com, which I've previously mentioned on this blog, is (as of 5:09 AM EDT)
70,000 signatures from being "the largest policy petition in American history delivered to Congress!" 

If you are too apathetic or intimidated to look at the page, read the petition's main goals[: 

Goals included choice of doctor and plan, portability between jobs, government assistance for the
truly needy, no denial of claims, among other goals.]

Go to FreeOurHealthCareNow.com and sign the petition. Even if you only agree with portions of it,
compromising and joining over 1,237,203 people is much more effective, and even if the petition
doesn't work, you will still be able to tell your children and grandchildren that you broke a world
record.

Loch Ness Monster Proven By Google Earth?

2009-09-05 4:27:22 PM

[Google Earth spots plesiosaur-like moving object in Scottish waters.]

Happy Labor Day

2009-09-07 3:52:32 PM

Unhappy being forced to retag all my ripped CDs the past two days *again* to fit the ridiculous "media
library" concept. 

When are they gonna come out with Word & Excel File Library? We'll all be forced to tag "Resume",
"Recipe", "Accounting", "Charts", "Home Business", "Insurance", and everyone else will be confused!
But just like "Insurance", I can't just *open* the damn file like I can on Winamp, I have to do all this
useless garbage just to get it to play on the MP3 player. 

I bought a Zen thinking I could get out of this iTunes crap. But I guess I have to tag em all anyway,
including all the obscure AOR stuff I get off eBay which isn't usually on CD/FreeDB or is incorrectly
listed. Fun!



Is Obama Satan?

2009-09-08 11:24:13 PM

I was tuning the dial and found a radio preacher arguing with a caller. The caller argues that using the
Bible to judge people is wrong as the host claimed that Jesus specifically condemned Barack Obama in
the Bible. Then after the caller hangs up, the preacher condemns the caller and claims she's a sinner
and hypocrite. 

Apparently it's someone named Ernie Sanders on WHKW, a Christian station out of Cleveland. 

I recorded some of it, and [link to download the clip]

This is the kind of stuff that makes us Republicans look bad. Not only is the preacher being judgmental
to his own audience, but he really believes that Jesus actually spoke about the President in Luke 10:18. 

Once again, [download the clip]. If you know how to read a book, you will find it funny. 

Bizarre Shoplifting Incident Caught on Tape (NSFW)

2009-09-09 2:53:37 PM

[Summaries and video of a thief in Lorain County, Ohio crashing his car into an adults-only store,
stealing a sex toy, which was a replica of a porn star. Before crashing through another set of doors, he
exchanged the toy for a cheaper, smaller model.]

Want to see when I'm playing UrbanTerror?  

2009-09-09 8:24:51 PM

Now you can if you look at this post! 

[GameTracker image. I only used the GameTracker software once so it was most likely irrelevant.]

I wish the site (GameTracker.com) worked with OpenArena... 



A gem from a time when...

2009-09-13 10:37:46 PM

This is a gem from a time when the trivial and superficial were frowned upon, when thought and
creativity were encouraged, especially in children, when morality, however you defined it, was the
center of your life, when society valued freedom, the individual, where asceticism and social justice
complemented each other in the minds of youth, when children were encouraged to question authority,
to reject authority, to rise up against authority when they are wrong, to think for themselves, to reject
the notion that you could buy happiness, to be free, to value freedom, truth, independence, others, and
what is right and important:

[Embedded: music video of a 1996 song “Popular” by the alternative rock band Nada Surf. This song
featured yelling bastardized passages from a 1960s etiquette book called “Penny's Guide to Teen-Age
Charm and Popularity”. The video featured a “teacher” yelling the song lyrics to a classroom of girls,
and featured clips of high-school football players and such. This was considered humorous, because
being yourself, not following trends and not buying establishment products (i.e., buying anti-
establishment products from that same establishment), was the spirit of the times.]

ALERT: New Computer Virus Makes You Gay

2009-09-15 8:20:25 PM

I found this video where these two kids (guy and girl) prank call Dell, with the guy claiming that on his
computer, there's a virus which keeps popping up and telling him he's gay. Over time "the virus"
"makes" him gay until he starts hitting on the poor Dell technician who can't speak English.

[embedded here]

Obama Goes Neocon

2009-09-16 3:18:36 PM

From AP via Lew Rockwell:

[Article describes the Obama Administration's support for parts of the Patriot Act.]

WTH is...

2009-09-16 4:30:47 PM

From YouTube via Google Earth: 

[Video: The Talking Kitty?]



Return of the Habsburgs?

2009-09-18 10:51:37 AM

From the British Telegraph: 

[Article on attempts by the Habsburg Family to repeal a ban rendering members of the family
ineligible for the Austrian Presidency]

Mighty Arizona Man Slays Army of Seven Elk

2009-09-18 2:12:41 PM

From AZCentral.com:

[article – an Arizona man named Mark McElvain survived a major car accident with minor injuries,
though seven elk were killed in the process]

TI-83+/84+ Blood Alcohol Calculator?

2009-09-20 12:57:28 PM

[Description of the entry on ticalc.org for a TI calculator program by Ian Campbell which calculates
your blood alcohol level]

Modern Feminism is an Abomination

2009-09-21 4:42:03 PM

The front page of Andrew Schlafly (son of Phyllis)'s Conservapedia had a link to an article about
gender-neutral Bible translations, having previously mentioned an upcoming revision of the NIV Bible.

The column cited the "Inclusive Version": 

[John 3:16 (AIV)]

I had no idea that God talked like Elmo and Jesus was always a child.

You may notice that I use King James Version for the widget on the side. For some reason it says
"Public Domain" instead of "KJV". And while the translation being public domain and the poetic
nature of English at the time are both great reasons to prefer the KJV, the main reason is this: Who
would you trust more with the Word of God? Would you trust (A) A period of time dominated by
monarchs and imposed Christianity, where all of the monarchs' tyrannical actions are justified by
portions of the Bible claiming a divine right, or (B) a period of time where complete majority rule is an
ideal society, where practicing organized religion is unpopular, where nobody can offend anyone, let
alone burn them for heresy? I am a Catholic and there is the anti-Catholic royal suck-up Preface,
though it doesn't really matter when comparing these two agendas. 



I guess it didn't work out.

2009-09-23 6:47:36 PM

And I realized that I didn't want it to happen at all. So now it's just my blog and the blog of the Azz
Pizz Institute. All the X-Cop Fly downloads are in the "Downloads & File Library" section. Additional
X-Cop Fly Company calculator programs, if any, will be on that page. X-Cop Fly Company is now my
brand name, and it will never be a development organization. I still accept suggestions about my
existing programs, please see "About Us" for contact information. 

Bizarre Feminism from Megan Fox

2009-09-24 5:50:37 PM

From Rolling Stone via Mediaite.com:

[Megan Fox claims men are afraid of vaginas and women can manipulate them by using the powerful,
frightening nature of their vaginas]

I've never heard of any straight man being afraid of vaginas. I know I'd be brave enough to slay this
powerful, confident vagina in a swordfight ;) 

[cover of the issue of Rolling Stone being cited here, features a picture of Megan Fox in sexy lingerie]

Top 5 Fatally Catchy Songs

2009-09-27 4:42:39 PM

Before music and the computer got together, songs would be in your head all day long. One time in 4th

grade (1994) I went on a camping trip and as there was no radio there, a Madonna song from the radio
on the car was stuck in my head the entire three days I was there! 

But some songs are even more deadly. I've made a top 5 list of "fatally catchy" songs (songs that won't
leave your head, EVER). 5 to 1, least catchy to worst. 

(Warning: some songs might be NSFW) 

[Embedded videos, along with descriptions of what makes the song catchy, including quoting lyrics
from the song.

#5 – “Again” by Alice in Chains (1996)

#4 - “Hazy Shade of Winter” by the Bangles (1988)

#3 – “Dr. Beat” by the Miami Sound Machine (1984)

#2 - “Yes Sir (I Can Boogie)” by Goldfrapp (2003)

#1 - “My Humps” by Black-Eyed Peas (2005)]



Peanuts Video: Linus van Pelt (feat. Jason Alexande r)

2009-09-27 6:40:25 PM

For all my fellow Christmas Haters out there, Linus tells us what Christmas is REALLY about
(NSFW): 

Speech from a Charlie Brown Christmas, with the popular mental institution rant by Jason Alexander
from the show Duckman dubbed over Linus' speech on the meaning of Christmas.

Life: 30 Dumb Inventions

2009-09-28 6:10:01 PM

Life Magazine has a photo gallery of "30 Dumb Inventions from the Mid-1900s" (wow) 

Some, like the Baby Cage and the Dog Restrainer, were just tasteless. Others, like the Goodyear
Illuminated Tires and the Flying Platform, I thought were pretty cool. The Finnish Portable Sauna
looks like a predecessor to the modern Snuggie. A predecessor to Kanye West's Sunglasses is also
included. The Scientology E-meter and various tools for cigarettes are also on the list.

[link]

Get Off The "#1 Most Deranged" Blog, Dan, Ya Big Do pe!

2009-09-30 2:55:59 PM

LewRockwell.com, a popular anarcho-capitalist/paleolibertarian blog run by successors of Austrian
School economist Murray Rothbard (and one of my favorite blogs) is the #1 Most Deranged Blog
according to talk radio personality Mark Levin. 

LewRockwell.com is currently blocked out on military bases, likely due to years of criticism of the US
military (and the US everything else). 

[a news snippet repeated below]

AM radio host Mark Levin refers to Rockwell as "Lew NotWell" and gives him and his columnists the
#1 spot. 

It should be noted that Mark Levin is famous for his on-air anger management problems and
catchphrase "Get Off The Phone Ya Big Dope!". 

Apparently it was due to Levin's never-ending hate for Congressman Ron Paul, whose columns are
carried by the site. (Levin's site links to a submission to Lew Rockwell by a Star Ledger of Newark
columnist requesting an apology for Levin's regular treatment of Paul) 



7 days without a post?

2009-10-07 12:14:19 AM

maybe i'll instead do a rant. 

one time there was this squirrel. he hated chipmunks. it all went back to this incident when the squirrel
was about to make out with his girlfriend in a movie theater when a giant chipmunk appeared on the
screen. it traumatized him so much that he freaked out. scared to death of his insanity, the squirrel's
girlfriend left him and never returned. one time, the squirrel was home. he had just ordered a pizza and
was playing minesweeper. except the pizza guy was a chipmunk. scared as shit, he accepted the pizza.
after he was going inside and the delivery chipmunk went back into the car, the squirrel picked up a
piece of plywood and started attacking him. it was a horrible, bloody sight. thank god the neighbors
were watching and called the volunteer nuthatch ambulance company. it was there that the squirrel had
a near death experience. it was a beautiful blue jay that said he should be nice and not start fights. then
he woke up to dr. blue jay who looked exactly the same as near death experience blue jay. it was then
that all the chipmunkophobia was scared out of him, since he was so fucking confused. he decided to
leave the hospital, and run for office in the wild animal senate. he succeeded in passing the chicken-
chipmunk act, which brought peace to the chipmunk middle east. the world was a magical place again.
the end 

Dumbass Russian Spammers

2009-10-08 9:13:20 PM

Knock it off! 

Video: Bigfoot Sighting by Police Officer

2009-10-09 9:49:21 PM

This video [link]  is a must see! 

[Embedded video – one of ButchyKid's famous “Bigfoot” videos, this features Bigfoot being pulled
over by a police officer, who grabs the officer's taser, stunning the cop, steals his lunch bag and soda,
and drives away.]

Cute Kittens Meowing Video

2009-10-12 10:30:03 PM

From YouTube [link] : 

[Embedded video of baby kittens “talking to each other”]



"Kenyan-born Obama": Will they pull a WTC7 or a Phi lander Knox?

2009-10-17 10:25:27 PM

The Internet Archive, famous for exposing politicians, contains an article from Nairobi's The (East
African) Standard regarding "Kenyan-Born Obama" and his Senate race in 2004. (article here [link] ,
newspaper now known as "The Standard for Fairness and Justice" [link] , detailed blog entry [link] ). 

The Archive's last major exposure happened when videos were discovered from the BBC, CNN, and
some local Fox-affiliate channels where the collapse of the Salomon Building (aka WTC7) was
reported some 10-20 minutes in advance. Until official responses came forward, these videos were
repeatedly removed by Google (YouTube) et al and removed from the Internet Archive. According to
the blog link above, so-called "birthers" apparently refer to this as "scrubbing the Internet" 

(CNN Video [link] , BBC Video [link] , Fox 5 DC Video [link] , Response given by BBC [link] ) 

Official explanations from AP, The Standard, and Washington could be given regarding this, but
something else comes to mind [link] . In 1986, an income tax protestor pointed out inconsistencies in
copies of the Constitution's Sixteenth Amendment (direct federal income tax, ratified 1913) [link]
delivered to the states. A federal appeals court (never went any higher) ruled against him, because (1)
then-Secretary of State Philander Knox marked it as valid, and (2) "73 years after certification of the
amendment's adoption and after countless judicial applications, would promote only disorder." 

The reason this is an issue is because the House [link]  and Senate [link]  passed resolutions two months
ago declaring Obama born in Hawaii. And you can bet there'd be disorder if the courts validate this! 

So regardless of the law, Obama will be the 44th President, and there's no stopping anyone.

80s Saturday Morning Cartoon Spoof

2009-10-18 2:10:57 PM

Really funny: 

Saturday Morning Cartoon Parody Video [link to “Saturday Morning Watchmen” video. This is an
“opening theme” for a fictitious show called “Saturday Morning Watchmen” featuring a parody of
various 80s cartoons, notably Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles]

Barack Obama as Space Ghost's Brak

2009-10-20 3:41:03 PM

(Clip is from Cartoon Planet [link to IMDB entry on the show]. Warning: possibly racist) 

[Embedded video of an Obama speech dubbed over with Cartoon Planet's Brak giving his “Never
Trust A Monkey” rant. Note that the person who posted this video to YouTube claimed that he did not
intend to be racist by referring to black people as monkeys, but rather claiming all politicians are as
stupid as monkeys.]



Obama Speech: 7 Lies In   [less than]   2 Minutes  

2009-10-21 3:11:46 PM

Politics as usual, via YouTube [link] : 

[embedded video]

The Internet can get pretty bizarre sometimes...

2009-10-21 3:58:33 PM

Either someone, or some group of people, has some kind of problem with Gloria Estefan, her husband,
P Diddy, and some music industry figure named Frank Amadeo. I see these repeated comments and
remarks posted on YouTube videos, people's blogs, and business review sites (relating to their holding
company "Estefan Enterprises") about supposed money laundering. They are all premade templates
[asking people to search for videos about Frank Amadeo, the “Miami Mafia”, money laundering and
other crimes Gloria and Emilio Estefan supposedly engaged in.]

The [messages] resemble spam in every way: they come from premade messages, which look like the
"Buy Viagra" referral spam messages, and are posted on many different blogs and Web sites under a
variety of aliases. However, they are not selling anything or linking to Web sites, they only tell you to
investigate videos on YouTube.

I am not embedding the videos here, only putting full links, because I want you to see the comments as
well and how bizarre this whole thing truly is. 

[Links to the two videos]

This guy is (was) awesome

2009-10-24 3:56:08 PM

(Another celebrity [childrens' show host Soupy Sales] dies in 2009) 
From Lew Rockwell: 

[Links and embedded videos of Soupy Sales, including a video describing an incident in which Sales
was fired after he asked children to steal their parents' money]

Funniest. Commercial. Ever.

2009-10-27 8:29:37 AM

This commercial would make me laugh non-stop when I was little: 

[Embedded video for the Meow Mix commercial in which “meow” is repeated several times]

And thanks to modern home computing, a hilarious "remix" is possible: 

[Psychedelic version]



Phishing Scammers Need To Know Their Victims' Gover nments

2009-10-28 6:54:44 PM

(NOTE: My comments are based on From and Subject headers. I have not these opened these scam 
e-mails and neither should you, ever.) 

In my "Spam" folder, there are always fake Notice of Underreported Income [link]  forms, originally
from a fake "IRS" [link to scam information on the IRS Web site], but now from the British HM
Revenue & Customs [link] . Yet it still uses the American form name!

Another scam deals with supposed modifications/changes/etc. to "FDIC Insurance Coverage" as if it
were health or auto insurance. FDIC [link] , as you might/should know, is a government agency which
insures bank accounts up to $100,000 in the event of a bank failure [link to FDIC's list of bank failures
since 2000 (still on the same page as of the date of this book's publication)]. It is rarely changed and
you'll usually hear about it on TV.

People complain government shouldn't regulate thing s they know nothing about...

2009-10-29 9:14:53 PM

...except it isn't limited to new technology and product safety issues anymore: 

[Embedded video: Rep. John Murtha (D-PA) ignores a yea/nay vote right in front of his eyes, then
claiming the issue is not subject to questioning after being challenged by Rep. James Sensenbrenner
(R-WI)]

Possessed Halloween Candy

2009-10-31 11:56:31 PM

Minister Kimberly Daniels wrote a column for CBN (pulled for obvious reasons, read it here [link to
blog entry citing CBN]) writing about Halloween: 

[Daniels does not buy or exchange candy during Halloween, claiming that candy sold in Halloween
has been prayed over by witches, cursing innocent children during the exchange of candy occurring
during trick-or-treating]

This bears a strong resemblance to all the PMRC nonsense [link] :

[From the “rock & roll is music of the devil” days, in which a woman claimed that satanic curses
were done in recording studios, with subliminal satanic chants being buried in studio noise and
backmasking, and that each playing of a chant-containing song summons up more and more demons,
who tempt people nearby]



It's 80s and 60s at the same time!

2009-11-01 1:30:30 AM

[Music video for Andy Fraser's “Do You Love Me” embedded here. This cover has references to 80s
dances instead of “the twist” and “the mashed potato” . The video features Frasier learning to dance
from a videotape in order to win a contest. The overall appearance is reminiscient of the then-
contemporary movie “Back to the Future”]

Why does everyone hate this music video but me?

2009-11-02 9:43:42 PM

Journey's low-budget video for "Separate Ways" is always criticized. [probably a link to the music
video mentioned here, it had been taken down by the user prior to this book's publication] Sure, it's not
like "Take on Me", Peter Gabriel's stuff, or other early MTV material, but it conveys a simple image of
"having fun" (the opposite of, say, this cause of childhood creepiness [most likely a link to the music
video “Land of Confusion” by Genesis, it had been shut down by the record company prior to this
book's publication])

Why does everyone hate this album but me?

2009-11-02 10:26:14 PM 

Bush's Razorblade Suitcase is always criticized and shit on. Their first album, Sixteen Stone, which
contains all their classic rock radio hits, was criticized for being a set-up corporate ripoff of then-
deceased Nirvana. (And while we all love the hits, it isn't anything special. I have it.) 

So for their next album, Razorblade Suitcase, Bush does something unique. Except that the name Steve
Albini, producer of Nirvana's final studio album In Utero, was behind it. Now Bush was copying In
Utero. But unlike In Utero, Razorblade Suitcase wasn't "I'm such a stressed-out emotional wreck right
now and don't know what to do [but commit suicide]" but a calmer though still painful "You really hurt
my feelings and I'm very upset". 

The first half of Razorblade Suitcase, which includes two former "radio hits" that are no longer played,
was heavier and seems to detail a failed relationship. The last song of that first half slows down,
leading into apparent hurt feelings on the second half, with the last song conveying an "It's time to
move on." A hidden track is a brief instrumental encore of one of the songs, beginning with weird
guitar noises that will scare you shit awake if you fall asleep while listening.

I used to listen to this album frequently back when it came out (1996). It's very therapeutic on bad
days. 2-3 years later I join the Internet, and am thus exposed to popular opinion, eventually on this
album. I don't get why Razorblade Suitcase is so unpopular. It must have been out of print for a while,
since it's still for sale as "Original recording reissued" according to Amazon. Though now that we've
gone back to the hit single (vs. the whole album) under the influence of MP3 and iTunes, the reason
seems to be more apparent. 

As for Bush, they got into techno in 1997 (as did other rock bands, it was a big fad), afterward fading
into obscurity (I remember finding their 1999 album The Science of Things emotionless) and finally
crashing down with post-9/11 censorship of their last album. I recently heard singer Gavin Rossdale
singing Mayer/Mraz girly rock. Sad.



Some fun quizzes

2009-11-03 5:31:22 PM

(I used screenshots in certain cases to more easily comply with standards [at the time I was using strict
doctype and compliance with a bunch of useless standards])

Big Five personality test[:

SLUAI]

(Big 5 is the only "professional" psychological test I've found which works for me. Others like the
popular Myers-Briggs are always inaccurate.) 

Computer Geek Quiz:

[87% computer savvy]

[A Blogthings quiz]

Hacker Key (includes Political Compass) ("decode" text below at HackerKey.com) 

v4sw7CJUhw4ln5pr7OSFPck2ma7u5Lw6DWXGm?
l7Si852Ne6t2/4MAb9OMen6g5ATOCPa2Xs2r4/5p3/-3 hackerkey.com

Family Guy Fan Video - Amazing Imitation Graphics!

2009-11-03 6:31:37 PM

From YouTube: 

[Family Guy vs. WWF]

NOTE: From now on YouTube videos embedded here will make use of YouTube's "Privacy Enhanced
Mode", which blocks Google's cookies when viewing the videos from XCopFly.com (cookies apply
when going to YouTube.com). Old posts are not being edited.



Look How Burger King Is Discouraging Free Refills

2009-11-04 8:52:25 PM

I ordered a Whopper with large fries, and like all fast food restaurants, large fries come with the
ridiculously large soda you keep in the fridge and finish within two days. The Burger King I went to
had a public soda dispenser (i.e., not behind the cashiers). The following appeared on my plastic soda
cup: 

[prose discouraging refills, making use of words like “rare”, “king”, “champion”, and “giant” for
those who refill the cup]

And as always, I filled the cup on the way out. It's in the fridge right now. 

UFO Sighting Video

2009-11-07 1:53:40 PM

From the producers of the Bigfoot Sighting video [link to a previous X-Cop Fly Company blog post
containing the Bigfoot video]:

[UFO video from ButchyKid embedded here]

Bad...

2009-11-09 6:38:11 PM

From YouTube [link] : 

[Rick Derringer's video for “Real American” (wrestler Hulk Hogan's theme) embedded here]

Another Bunch of Quizzes

2009-11-12 5:14:57 PM

[Nerd Test 2.0 and a Blogthings quiz]

New UrbanTerror Server Up

2009-11-13 10:42:20 PM

I am now running a server for the game UrbanTerror! See the tab above for more information. 

This server will run for at least three months.



When you buy an album and forget about the band...

2009-11-17 9:51:30 PM

I have a really excellent CD by a symphonic metal band called Kamelot, it's called Epica. It came out
in 2003 and is a themed album based on Faust. 

Here is Wander, a great song off the album: 

[Embedded video for “Wander” by Kamelot]

Apparently it inspired the naming of the band Epica, a similar-sounding goth band formed that year
featuring the beautiful Simone Simons: 

[Embedded video for “Never Enough” by Epica]

Eventually Kamelot and Epica started working together: 

[Embedded video: Epica w/Roy Khan of Kamelot - “Trois Vierges”]

One month ago, 6 years after I bought the CD, Epica has just released their 5th album! (Design Your
Universe) Amazing what you miss if you don't pay attention to something for years!

Too bad Alice in Chains and Godsmack couldn't work together ;(

The Man Who Changed The World

2009-11-17 11:08:11 PM

He taught our parents to question authority, he helped create the music we love, and before he died he
predicted that computers would empower us and let us create our own reality. (Unfortunately it
empowered the bad guys too.) And now his ashes orbit the earth. 

Here's an awesome techno video made just before his death:

[Timothy Leary - How To Operate Your Brain (1993) embedded]

"Conservative" Bill O'Reilly Doesn't Care About The  Constitution

2009-11-18 6:30:25 PM

As you probably don't know, conservatism is about strict and often literal interpretation of the
Constitution (Reagan, Goldwater). Unfortunately people like Bush, Cheney, the Kristols, Rumsfeld,
Coulter, Hannity, and O'Reilly redefined the term to mean "Machiavellian" and "Corrupt" (with Bush's
policies being similar to FDR, Kennedy, and Johnson). 

Watch Bill O'Reilly say "I Don't Care About The Constitution”:

[video was embedded here]



Mickey Mouse's Leaked Christmas Sex Tape (NSFW)

2009-11-21 10:56:01 AM

Forget Carrie Prejean [link to a news story], check out this hot & sexy Disney action on YouTube: 

[A toy wind-up reindeer-on-a-rocking-chair, rocking in front of a toy Mickey Mouse in a Santa outfit
in a method suggesting oral sex, with the Christmas song “Grandma Got Run Over By A Reindeer”
playing in the background.]

A Sneak Peek at the Next Internet Fad

2009-11-29 7:41:08 PM

Rick Astley is getting old - Carl Winslow is Next! 

[Embedded here is a video featuring the image of Reginald VelJohnson, the actor who played Carl
Winslow in the TV show “Family Matters”. The video features an picture of VelJohnson along with
someone repeating a pick-up line for about 3 minutes. The picture's zoom and the audio pitch and both
increased progressively throughout the video.]

AOL's Noisecreep: Best (Rock) Songs of the 2000s

2009-12-01 12:29:20 PM

AOL's metal/hard-rock site Noisecreep released "Best Songs of the 2000s" 

(click here to see [the link])

I think the choices are based on the band more than the song, but check it out anyway. 

A Truly Unique YouTube Video...

2009-12-03 12:32:58 PM

This video of Joan Baez's "The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down" [link]  is played from a scratched
45, and the damage on the record gives it an AM radio sound at the same time!

"Embedding disabled by request", so click here [link]  to watch. It's amazing!

CBS Commercial: Frosty Gets Dirty (NSFW)

2009-12-06 10:00:31 PM
 
This new CBS triple-commercial for How I Met Your Mother, Frosty the Snowman, and Frosty
Returns, features a dubbed-over Frosty talking about porn, boobs, and "The Dominator 8000" 

[link to Fox Nation]



Cute Baby Foxes Video

2009-12-09 8:16:52 PM

From YouTube [link] : 

[“Red Fox Kits”, a video of cute baby foxes in the woods of Upstate New York. Filmed by ButchyKid,
famous for his goofy Bigfoot videos.]

Tool's Maynard James Keenan, NIN's Danny Lohner, wi th Milla Jovovich rapping

2009-12-11 3:29:14 PM

Neat video from YouTube. Haven't followed Tool or NIN in a while, but apparently Maynard James
Keenan goes by "Puscifer" now and Danny Lohner uses "Renholder" (this was also a Perfect Circle
song about him). 

[“The Mission” by Puscifer was embedded here]

A live version is also available on YouTube: 

[A live version of the above song was embedded here]

Code for Technorati

2009-12-14 6:43:15 PM 

It's been screwy, so I'm removing/re-adding XCopFly.com from Technorati.com: 

VSNZYXVQJSRB 

Crap

2009-12-15 9:44:47 AM

Don't you hate it when you have to do something but both people refuse to cooperate? They start
parroting the same shit back and forth for over a month and neither party cares to do anything about it.
Meanwhile stuff still has to get done. It is incredibly frustrating especially when you're having a hard
time sleeping this week. 

What a suck ass day.

2009-12-26 12:59:55 AM

Which just happened to be Christmas.



1995 Jerry Springer Country Album - "Mr. Tambourine  Man" Imitating Byrds' Vocals

2009-12-26 11:48:22 PM

Jerry Springer had a country album in 1995 - it's where the song "There's Oprah, Phil, and Sally..."
[link]  played on the show (it's called "Dr. Talk" [link] ) came from.

[Embedded video for “Dr. Talk” by Jerry Springer]

Also on the record is "Mr. Tambourine Man" [link] , where he unsuccessfully tries to make his voice
sound like the singer from The Byrds: 

[Embedded video for Jerry Springer's cover of “Mr. Tambourine Man”]



Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain De dication
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Statement of Purpose

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive Copyright and
Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of
an original work of authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the purpose of contributing to
a commons of creative, cultural and scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and
without fear of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and
redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any purposes, including without
limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of
a free culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain reputation
or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of additional
consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent
that he or she is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply
CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her
Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those
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1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected by copyright
and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights
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i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate, and translate a Work; 
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applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof. 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer
hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders
all of Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether
now known or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of action), in the Work
(i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty
(including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies,
and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or
promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each member of
the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such



Waiver shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or
equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public as contemplated by
Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid or
ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted
taking into account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so
judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, non
sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright
and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided
by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and
for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation
commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed
effective as of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for
any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or
ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby
affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in
the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either
case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or
otherwise affected by this document. 

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind
concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation
warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the
absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not
discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law. 

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the
Work or any use thereof, including without limitation any person's Copyright and Related
Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary
consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the Work. 

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this document
and has no duty or obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work. 


